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Radio-loud Misaligned AGN (MAGN) 

MAGN: AGN with jet not aligned along the line-of-sight (l.o.s.) 
           Doppler boosting negligible 
           Radio galaxies (RG) and steep-spectrum radio quasars (SSRQs) 
Abundant radio data: total (including lobes)  and central region (core) 

Radio galaxies: classified by Fanaroff&Riley (1974) 
                        FRI  edge-darkened, less powerful, Bl Lacs parent 
                        FRII edge-brightened, more powerful, FSRQs parent 
Fermi-LAT observed 15 MAGN between 0.1-100 GeV (Fermi-LAT ApJ 720, 2010) 
Some of them are variable.  

Could these objects contribute  
in a significant amount  

to the diffuse extra-galactic background (EGB)? 



Fermi-LAT MAGNs:  
main radio and gamma properties 

* 
* 

* 

* Are not firmly FRI / FRII RG 

Radio data taken at 5 GHz an near in time to Fermi-LAT  



Gamma-ray luminosity function 
Correlation between radio core emission at 5 GHz and gamma > 100 MeV 

N. B. Similar results if we exclude: 3C380, 3C207; PKS0625-350 

Preliminary 



Testing Lγ-Lr correlation:  
upper limits from undetected FRI&FRII 

   GREAT!!!  
they do not violate the correlation  It looks physical 

Preliminary 

We derive upper limits for FRI (Ghisellini+ 2005) and FRII (Kataoka+2011)  
having strong radio core fluxes  



Constraints from logN-logS 
Let’s assume: 

1. Core-Luminosity function (Yuan&Wang ApJ 2012) predicts k~1!! 
2.   Fermi-LAT N-count can be added to the fit to reduce uncertainties 

Preliminary Preliminary 



I- Diffuse γ-ray flux from unresolved MAGN 

From TOTAL radio (Willott+) 
                        k~0.1 

                                                    k~4 

From CORE radio (Yuan+2011)      k~1 

Diffuse flux VERY LOW when obtained from correlating with radio emission 
from the central engine region, ~ 1% of EGB data  

Increases by ~10 if from correlation with total radio emission 

Preliminary 



II- Diffuse γ-ray flux from unresolved MAGN 

Uncertainty due to Lγ-Lr correlation ~ 10 
Uncertainty due to Lγ-Lr correlation & logN-logS ~2-3 



Conclusions 

New calculation of diffuse gamma-ray emission from MAGNs 

• Strong correlation between radio core emission at 5 GHz and gamma-ray 
data for Fermi-LAT detected MAGN 

• Correlation strengthened by upper limits on radio loud FRI,II undetected 
by Fermi-LAT 

•  Luminosity agrees with data on N-count without need of rescaling  

•  The diffuse emission from MAGN is very low, 1% Fermi-LAT of  
measured EGB 

• Uncertainties range  between a factor of 2 and 10 depending on the use of 
the observed N-count.  



BACKUP SLIDES 



Upper limits  
from  

FRI & FRII 



N-count with 9 MAGNs 

Preliminary 


